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The Words Of The Buddha
This is the only way, O Monks, for the 
purification of beings, for the overcoming of 
sorrow ...extinguishing of suffering and grief, .. 
obtaining the path of Truth, ... the direct 
experience of Nibbana……..the fourfold 
establishing of Mindfulness
Observing body…………….. kayanupassana

sensations….……..vedananupassana
mind ….………. cittanupassana

mental contents ..…....dhammanupassana



Why does the mind become 
impure ……….…...1

General perception : when we come in 
contact with anything unpleasant, what we 
dislike……anger, despair, ill will  etc. arise
when we come in contact with anything 
pleasant, which we like…..greed, desire to 
have more, jealousy etc. arise
If this be the ultimate truth : change the 
surroundings ; escape from these states 
quickly



Why does the mind become 
impure ……......….2

Cognition Evaluation

Sensation

Blind reaction Bare 
Observation

Transformation in habit patternMind more impure

Purification of Mind



Why does the mind become 
impure…………......….3

Modern studies also agree that sensations 
play a crucial role in emotion but most of 
the time these are below the threshold of 
our awareness, yet the subconscious mind 
feels and blindly reacts to them.

Develop the ability to feel these sensations,      
not react to them blindly, but  observe these 
equanimously



Essence of  Mental purification

Complete direct & immediate mindfulness of 
whatever happens in the body-mind complex  
Most crucial : direct ‘bare experience’ of the 
impermanent nature of the bodily sensations 
without any reaction - practice of Vipassana 
vedana samosarana sabbe dhamma

Pure mind is imbued with UHVs like loving 
kindness, sympathetic joy, compassion, 
equanimity



Spiral of sila  samadhi and 
panna

sila

samadhi panna

Purification of mind



VIPASSANA IN EDUCATION
Self control of Impulses

habit of non reactive observation permits --
look before you leap , mindfulness is like the 
brakes of a car
reduction in rash, aggressive  & unethical 
behaviour, intolerance, intemperance {Emotional 
Education}

Equanimity in the face of vicissitudes of life
reduction in escapism i.e.  drugs, smoke, alcohol
attenuation of greed & acquisitiveness 
manifestation of loving kindness, compassion, service 
etc.  : the higher needs of  Maslow



VIPASSANA IN EDUCATION..

Proper self appraisal - knowledge of 
strengths and weaknesses

increases compassion, forgiveness, humility 
and reduces vanity- improvement in 
interpersonal relationships

Insight  into the basic characteristics of life
comprehending the meaning of life and its goal, 
the way to achieve it and the confidence that it 
can be done!      {spiritual education}



VIPASSANA IN EDUCATION..

• Increase in creativity
• Increase in concentration

• avoiding day-dreaming , improved grasping 
power, examination blues {mental education}

• Inculcation of Scientific temper
• practice of bare attention
• experience of “dissolution” & quantum-physics

• Improvement in student-teacher relationship



Concluding Remarks

Practice of Vipassana is the key to
emotional and spiritual education

Vipassana is a scientific, verifiable practical 
methodology  of  Purification of Mind

It can bring about a Change in the 
world view…. from     dhanam   saranam
to      dhammam  saranam

Pure mind is humane, altruistic



Thank 
you!
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